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Our mission

To improve the lives of the people of the emerging Asia-Pacific by facilitating 
their use of ICTs and related infrastructures; by catalyzing the reform of 

laws, policies and regulations to enable those uses through the conduct of 
policy-relevant research, training and advocacy with emphasis on building 

in-situ expertise
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Why we work on indicators

• How do we know whether the reforms we are catalyzing are 
yielding good results?

• Good results defined as improved performance in the form of
– Higher connectivity (voice & data)
– More value for money (price & quality bundles)
– Greater choice

• We prefer benchmarking wherever possible, so that relative 
performance can be measured

• We know that sector performance is not a direct proxy for 
policy-regulatory performance
– Therefore, we also look for indicators of policy-regulatory 

performance too



Preference for benchmarking è PMID 
indicators & ITU definitions

• As catalysts, we do not wish to substitute for IGOs, 
governments and industry bodies

• As researchers, we do not wish to do same thing 
over and over

• Therefore, we always start from international 
consensus reflected in PMID and ITU documents
– Critiquing as appropriate, suggesting improvements, 

proposing ways of filling gaps 
– When the relevant authorities adopt the correct indicator, 

we step back
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What we have done to improve indicators

• Thematic focus on indicators, starting in March 2006
– Big push on basket indicators
– Prepared a manual and database for use by regulatory 

agencies
– Expert fora with NRA and NSO participation

• Indicators, continued, since 2008
– Benchmarking leased-line & broadband prices; 

international voice and roaming prices
– Broadband quality of service experience

• Looking to novel solutions reflective of nature of Internet
– Now working on mobile broadband
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Example of LIRNEasia's benchmarking work:  
BB, wholesale & retail

With 70+ footnotes in the most recent 
publications

With 70+ footnotes in the most recent 
publications



Engagement with PMID, ITU, NSOs, NRAs

• From 2005 meeting at WSIS, engaged with PMID and ITU
– Asian representative on multi-regional panels at ITU Indicators 

events
• Strong participation at KADO event focusing on the 

composite index DOI in 2006
• Training for NRA/NSO representatives in collaboration 

with ITU 
• Senior Research Fellow Payal Malik’s engagement with 

OECD and Indian NSO
• Participated in design of questions for Sri Lanka NSO

– Hopefully will be involved design of questions for census in 
2011
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LIRNEasia researchers, from left to right, 
presenting on India, the Philippines, Pakistan and 
Indonesia at Digital Opportunity Forum 2006 in 
Seoul
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Based on our research, we believe that supply-
side indicators are becoming less accurate 

• Increasingly, telecom services markets are becoming 
FMCGs [fast moving consumer goods]
– Indicators developed under monopoly conditions are 

becoming less relevant
• Mobile “connections” are being counted without a proper, 

uniformly implemented definition (active for 3 months rule 
implemented in the breach)

• What does a subscription mean in the context of widespread 
ownership of multiple SIMs?

• With bucket pricing and discounts, conventional price data are 
increasingly inaccurate



Own more than one (active) SIM at BOP: PK 12% 
(2006) è 23% (2008): TH 1% (‘06)è 12% (’08)

Bangladesh Pakistan India Sri Lanka Philippines Thailand
2008 2006 2008 2006 2008 2006 2008 2006 2008 2006 2008

More than 1 SIM 10% 12% 23% 5% 8% 9% 17% 9% 18% 1% 12%
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Solutions to the all important “what is a mobile 
connection?” question 

• Ideal:  NSOs conduct regular, large-sample studies 
like in FMCG

• 2nd best:  retail audits as in FMCG industries

• LIRNEasia does not use terms like “mobile 
teledensity” or mobile/100 inhabitants
– Our term is Mobile SIMs/100
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10,000 sample, 6 country survey of BOP in 
2008:  92% of non-owner users plan to get 
mobiles

Among BOP non-owner teleusers planning to get connected
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What we believe should be given priority as 
core indicators

• Mobile broadband is the future
– Current connectivity definition (PMID A5, read with ITU 

271mb_access) has to be revised to more accurately 
capture terminal devices that actually use broadband, 
rather than have the capability of using broadband

– Quality indicators must be developed urgently 
• LIRNEasia is working on this, but not quite ready to propose a 

solution; complex problem because quality varies depending on 
number of users at BTS and depending on whether the user is

– Stationary
– Nomadic, or
– Mobile



What we believe should be given priority as 
core indicators

• Leased-line (domestic and international) prices
– Domestic units exist; international yet to be developed

• Investment (total, domestic, foreign) is an important 
indicator of performance
– ITU 83 (fixed); 87 (fixed broadband); 841m (mobile); and 841f 

(foreign investment) exist but poor reporting

• Use indicators are important, especially in context of 
Budget Telecom Network Model
– ITU 131 and 1313wm (fixed-fixed and fixed-mobile); 113wm 

(mobile); 133i (mobile broadband); and 133sms (SMS) exist but 
patchy reporting.  Nothing for fixed broadband
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What we believe should be given priority as 
core indicators

• Mobile voice quality of service indicators
– LIRNEasia not working on these, but TRAI is

• Fixed broadband quality of service indicators
– LIRNEasia has developed, in collaboration with IIT Madras
– Our crowd-sourcing approach has been adopted by FCC

• Best to get rid of vague “Internet users” (ITU 4212) 
indicator that is causing governments to input 
guesswork as data
– Indonesia simply multiplies Internet connections by 10 to 

get this number; no basis for the multiplier
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The biggest problems are not defining 
indicators . . . 

• It is getting national administrations to follow the 
rules and submit data on a timely basis

• The very definition of timely has changed:
– How many NRAs release data on a quarterly basis like India’s TRAI?  
– Is it any longer valid to work in periods longer than 3 months?
– Most recent data available from Sri Lanka NRA website is for 2009 

2nd quarter (though ITU has for end 2009)

• It is getting meaningful reporting
– For example, Sri Lanka still reports something called 

“Internet and email subscribers” and does not report 
broadband data of any kind

• This despite foreign scholarships and training
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